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FIRST CLASS HONOURS

ABASS, Allan
ADAMS, Dayna
AJODAH, Sharvani
AKATIAH, JESSICA
ALI, Sheryl-Lyn
AMMON, Cory
ANDERSON, Mishma
ARNOLD, Rochelle
BABOOLAL-ISHMAEL, Asha
BAHADUR, Leanna
BALKISSOON, Roshni
BEST, Shenell
BOODRAM, Riaz
BOWLAH, Raeanne
BRIDGEMOHANSINGH, Marcus
BROWN, Daniel
BUTTS, Alexa
CALLISTE, Leeanna
CAMBRIDGE, Curmairah
CHAND, Ryhan
CHARLES, Maleek
CHARLES, Tineka
CHEEKES, Kiara
CRAIGWELL, Paige
FIRST CLASS HONOURS

DAVID, Samantha
DAVID, Shanna
DE GOURVILLE, Dylan
DEOKIE, Nirvita
DIAZ, Sarah
DIXON, Amanda
EDWARDS, Samaran
EMESIANI, Chioma
FINCH, Mikhaela
FLOYD, Terry
FRANCIS, Brandon
GORING Imrana
GUNNESS, Indira
GUPTE, Rhiannon
HARRIPERSAD, Stacy
HOMER, Mei-Ling
HOSEIN Larissa
HOSEIN, Judith
HOSPEDALES, Alex
HUMPHREY, April
JAGGERNAUTH, Celine
JOSEPH, Brittany
JOSEPH, Jamie
FIRST CLASS HONOURS

KISSOON, Monisha
LA CROIX, Naomi
LAL, Karishma
LORD-EDWARDS, Cindy Ann
MANNAH, Deveanand
MAHARAJ, Amir
MAHARAJ, Danielle
MANWAH, Karishma
MARAJ, Aartee
MARAJ, Sera
MARK, Anike
MATADEEN, Shenelle
MC QUEEN, Alisha
MEADE, Akiela
NAIPAL, Kelvin
NARINE, Reisha
NELSON, Shenelle
NERO, Aaliyah
PARRIS, Tasha
PERSAD, Diana
PERSAD, Vishal
POPE, Kim
FIRST CLASS HONOURS

RAMDIAL, Priya
RAMLAL, Lauren
RAMROOP, Kristal
RAMSAMOOJ, Jamie
SAMUEL, Rochelle
SANKAR, Amy-jo
SANKAR, Kristal
SEETH-RAMNARINE, ROHINI
SINGH, Amarika
SINGH, Gabriela
SOLOMON, Deveney
SOOKDEO, Varun
SOOKHAI, Amrita
STEPHEN, Andrea
SUPERVILLE, Malcolm
SUTHERLAND, Natasha
TINTO, Jordana
VICTORIN, Nadege
VITALIS, Rocyn
WALTERS, Garth
WARNER, Vanessa
WATERFIELD, Elizabeth
WATKINS, Derron
WILLS, Derwayne